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A multiscale model of placental oxygen exchange: The

effect of villous tree structure on exchange efficiency

Mabelle Lina, Benjamin Mauroyb, Joanna L. Jamesc, Merryn H. Tawhaia,
Alys R. Clarka,∗

aAuckland Bioengineering Institute, The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
bLaboratoire J. A. Dieudonné - UMR CNRS 7351, Université de Nice-Sophia Antipolis,

Nice, France
cDepartment of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences,

University of Auckland, New Zealand

Abstract

The placenta is critical to fetal health during pregnancy as it supplies oxy-

gen and nutrients to maintain life. It has a complex structure, and alter-

ations to this structure across spatial scales are associated with several preg-

nancy complications, including intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR). The

relationship between placental structure and its efficiency as an oxygen ex-

changer is not well understood in normal or pathological pregnancies. Here

we present a computational framework that predicts oxygen transport in

the placenta which accounts for blood and oxygen transport in the space

around a placental functional unit (the villous tree). The model includes

the well-defined branching structure of the largest villous tree branches, as

well as a smoothed representation of the small terminal villi that comprise
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the placenta’s gas exchange interfaces. The model demonstrates that oxygen

exchange is sensitive to villous tree geometry, including the villous branch

length and volume, which are seen to change in IUGR. This is because, to

be an efficient exchanger, the architecture of the villous tree must provide a

balance between maximising the surface area available for exchange, and the

opposing condition of allowing sufficient maternal blood flow to penetrate

into the space surrounding the tree. The model also predicts an optimum

oxygen exchange when the branch angle is 24◦, as villous branches and TBs

are spread out sufficiently to channel maternal blood flow deep into the pla-

cental tissue for oxygen exchange without being shunted directly into the

DVs. Without concurrent change in the branch length and angles, the model

predicts that the number of branching generations has a small influence on

oxygen exchange. The modelling framework is presented in 2D for simplicity

but is extendible to 3D or to incorporate the high-resolution imaging data

that is currently evolving to better quantify placental structure.

Highlights

• A new oxygen exchange model incorporating a villous tree structure is

proposed.

• Key associations between oxygen exchange and villous tree structure

are identified.

• Villous tree structure influences intervillous blood flow and oxygen up-

take capacity.

Keywords:
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1. Introduction1

The human placenta is crucial for the survival and health of a fetus. It is2

the only exchange interface that provides the fetus with nutrients and oxygen3

during pregnancy. Numerous pregnancy complications such as preeclampsia4

and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) have been associated with pla-5

cental malfunction [1]. While morphological abnormalities have been identi-6

fied in pathological placentas [2, 3, 4], it is not fully understood how these7

translate to abnormalities in placental function.8

Figure 1a shows a schematic of placental structure. It contains numerous9

branching structures known as chorionic villous trees, each of which comprises10

a network of fetal blood vessels. The largest branches of the villous trees11

(termed stem and intermediate villi) contain one or more arteriole or venule,12

and these blood vessels branch along with the villous tree structure. In13

the smallest villi (terminal villi), dilated capillary convolutes reside close14

to the villus surface. This surface is covered by a single multinucleated15

cell layer called the syncytiotrophoblast. The proximity of blood vessels16

to the surface of the villous tree provides an exchange interface to extract17

oxygen and nutrients from maternal blood that flows through the intervillous18

space (IVS) surrounding the villous trees, while keeping the fetal circulation19

separate from the maternal circulation.20

Morphological abnormalities associated with pathology include reduced21

volume and surface area of terminal villi [2, 4], decreased villus length [2, 4],22
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increased trophoblast epithelium thickness [2] and abnormally sparse cap-23

illary networks [3, 5]. However, the relationship between these villus ab-24

normalities and the functionality of the placenta is not well defined. Most25

animal models of the placenta are difficult to extrapolate to human because26

the placenta displays a wide structural diversity between species [6]. For eth-27

ical reasons, it is also impossible to perform invasive experiments or collect28

measurements directly from the human fetus or placenta during the course29

of pregnancy. Therefore, although the placenta can be imaged in vivo using30

ultrasound [7] and magnetic resonance imaging [8], the resolution of these31

techniques is currently not sufficient to relate the in vivo orientation of vil-32

lous trees to incoming flow from the maternal spiral arteries, or to extrapolate33

imaging data to the functionality of the placenta.34

In view of the difficulties in directly measuring placental function, there35

is a need to establish tools to investigate how observed pathologies in villous36

tree structure influence the functionality of the human placenta. Computa-37

tional models are emerging as a useful tool to address this problem. Early38

models of oxygen delivery and uptake within the placenta placed particular39

emphasis on modelling the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between40

the maternal and fetal bloodstreams at terminal villi [9, 10]. These models41

include detail on gas uptake dynamics but neglect the spatial flow char-42

acteristics of the maternal circulation and its resultant impact on gaseous43

exchange.44

Later models considered maternal flow in the IVS as a porous medium45

[11, 12]. Erian [11] modelled the intervillous space in 2D, and assuming that46

the villous tree is significantly deformed by maternal flow, a flow-dependent47
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tissue permeability was included into their model. Chernyavsky et al. [13]48

combined a 3D axisymmetric porous medium approach and first order solute49

uptake kinetics by a homogenised villous tree (uniform porosity throughout).50

These porous medium models have predicted ‘short-circuiting’ of maternal51

blood flow from maternal spiral arteries to decidual veins when there are52

highly permeable regions in the vicinity of these arteries and veins [11], and53

when arteries and veins are in close vicinity [13]. In this case, there is an54

effective shunt as oxygenated blood does not circulate around the villous55

tree before leaving the IVS. This type of model also suggested that greater56

distances between spiral arteries and decidual veins facilitate nutrient de-57

livery in the IVS. Chernavsky et al. [14] employed a simple model of flow58

and diffusion around distributed point sinks and statistical analysis of 2D59

placental sections to estimate the potential error incurred in homogenisation60

of IVS tissue to uniform or slowly varying area fractions. They showed that61

the accuracy of homogenisation approaches depended on flow characteristics62

(Peclet and Damkohler numbers), as well as the relative size of intervillous63

distances and typical pathlengths from spiral arteries to decidual veins. Re-64

cently, Lecarpentier et al. [15] used the Navier-Stokes equations to model65

blood flow between ‘rigid’ tissue obstacles in a 2D representation of the IVS.66

This approach includes significant geometric detail but is computationally67

expensive so does not lend itself to large scale simulations of blood flow68

and/or nutrient transport in the whole placenta. Serov et al. [16, 17] took a69

very different approach to simulating placental oxygen exchange, introduc-70

ing a stream-tube model of oxygen exchange in a placental subunit. This71

model predicted optimal placental efficiency at tissue volume fraction that72
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corresponds well to those found in normal placentas. Comprehensive reviews73

of placental exchange models can be found in earlier publications [13, 18].74

Existing placental exchange models are simplified geometrically, either by75

assuming that the villous tissue is homogenous with uniform uptake potential76

everywhere apart from at a central cavity [13], or assuming that maternal77

blood flow streamlines follow villous branches with oxygen uptake occur-78

ring across the surface of these branches which extends uniformly along the79

branch length from the central cavity to the decidual vein [16]. These geo-80

metric simplifications allow analytical (rapid) solution of models to predict81

function, and can be parameterised by assessment of histological slides show-82

ing the size and distribution of villous trees. These models have suggested83

different estimates of optimal villous tissue density for placental efficiency,84

with estimates from the stream-tube model comparing well to stereological85

data [16]. However, these models do not explicitly account for the branching86

architecture of the villous tree, which has been suggested to improve the ac-87

curacy of model predictions [18]. A recent multiscale model of the placental88

vasculature [19] suggested that vascular branching may influence placental89

efficiency, but did not attempt to model oxygen exchange.90

Current models of oxygen exchange in the placenta assume a uniform91

oxygen exchange potential at any point within the villous tree structure; for92

example, there is no distinction between terminal and stem villi in terms of93

exchange barrier thickness. The harmonic mean barrier thickness between94

maternal and fetal blood varies through the placenta with the thinnest bar-95

riers (and most mature terminal villi) residing peripherally in the placental96

subunit [20, 21]. It has been theorised that peripheral villi are more ef-97
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fective gas exchangers than central ones, as they reside in a lower oxygen98

environment than central villi. A central to peripheral gradient in oxygen99

concentration has been confirmed in primate placental subunits [22, 23], and100

is consistent with hypothesised blood flow distributions [24], and has been101

visualised in humans using BOLD MRI [8]. To date computational models of102

placental oxygen exchange have not been able to account for these structural103

and functional inhomogeneities.104

Here, we present a computational framework to model oxygen transport in105

a placental subunit, which aims to bridge the gap between detailed geometric106

models [19, 15] and highly smoothed homogeneous models [14, 13, 16, 17],107

providing a picture of how the architecture of the placental villi influences108

oxygen delivery. Like Erian’s model, this modelling framework is presented109

in 2D for simplicity but is extendible to 3D. The model is parameterised110

here using morphological data and can be incorporated with imaging data.111

Our model predicts how maternal blood flow in a human placental subunit is112

influenced by a non-uniform porosity distribution over the villous structure,113

and whether regional variations in oxygen uptake capacity influence placental114

efficiency. Our aim is to examine the influences of villous tree geometry on115

maternal blood flow patterns, distribution of oxygen in the IVS and fetal116

oxygen uptake rate.117

2. Materials and Methods118

Our model incorporates key aspects of placental structure to simulate119

the distribution and uptake of oxygen within a functional unit surrounding a120

representative villous tree (a placentome, Figure 1b). A schematic of model121
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components and key outputs is given in Figure 2, and each component is122

described below. The model is solved using a custom written Matlab R©(The123

Mathworks Inc., version 2012b) finite element code.124

2.1. Model Geometry125

Following previous studies [11], we assumed a 2D rectangular domain to126

represent a placental subunit (Figure 1b), which assumes that the placenta is127

of uniform thickness in the region of a villous tree. The domain has thickness128

τ , which spans the distance between the basal plate and the chorionic plate129

(Figure 1a), and width ω. Due to the lack of quantitative assessment of130

the distribution of maternal vasculature with respect to the villous trees,131

we followed previous studies [11, 13, 16, 17] and assumed that the placental132

subunit is fed by one central spiral artery (SA) and drained by two decidual133

veins (DVs), with one DV at a fixed distance (xv) on each side of the SA.134

The SA and DVs were assumed to have a fixed diameter d.135

2.1.1. Representation of the villous tree136

The branching component of the villous tree has been described in several137

studies [6, 25, 26]. Referring to Figure 1a, the villous branches at the interface138

between the chorionic plate and the villous trees are termed stem villi and139

have a diameter of up to 1.7 mm [25]. They divide up to 15 branching140

generations to numerous intermediate villi (diameter around 60 µm [25]) to141

supply the terminal villi. The terminal villi are convoluted structures in142

which fetal capillaries come in close proximity to maternal blood [6]. The143

villus structures to the level of the intermediate villi can be considered as144

distinct branches for modelling purposes, but beyond that level the villus145
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structures become too numerous to be included individually in a model, with146

a branching structure that is not well described [19].147

Branching component: A rule-based algorithm, described in detail in the148

Supplementary Material (Section A) was used to generate a villous tree struc-149

ture to the level of the intermediate villi. The algorithm is controlled by150

the following parameters: the number of branching generations (nb), stem151

length (ls), stem diameter (ds), daughter to parent branch length ratio (ld/lp),152

daughter to parent branch diameter ratio (dd/dp) and branch angle between153

the daughter branch and its parent branch (θb). These parameters, together154

with the condition that there must be sufficient space for a branch to grow155

within the domain boundary, define a bifurcating tree as shown in Figure156

2, step 2. Physiological ranges for these parameters at term are given in157

Table 1. The most distal villi shown represent the intermediate villi. Using158

the parameters defined in Table 1, a villous tree comprised of 15 branching159

generations with 202 terminals was generated.160

Beyond the intermediate villi: The convoluted terminal villi beyond the161

intermediate villi were modelled as homogenised ‘terminal tissue blocks’ (TBs),162

with villous tissue density as measured in stereological studies investigating163

the morphological properties of terminal villous tissue [2, 4]. To do this, a164

sampling grid was superimposed over the tree structure (Figure 2, step 3),165

and each element of the sampling grid containing intermediate villi was as-166

signed to be a TB with a villous tissue area fraction (φTV ), and an average167

villus diameter (dTV ) as given in Table 1 (Figure 2, step 4). The size of168

elements in the sampling grid (and so the size of each TB) was estimated169

to be representative of the space occupied by terminal villous tissue arising170
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from each intermediate villus. The cumulative length of a terminal convolute171

branching from an intermediate villus has been estimated to be lTV =3 mm,172

and there are approximately nTV =8-10 terminal convolutes branching from173

a mature intermediate villus [25]. Therefore, the area occupied by terminal174

villi arising from a single intermediate villus can be estimated by lTV nTV dTV .175

The appropriate sampling grid size is then176

lTV nTV dTV

φTV

. (1)

Based on the parameter ranges in Table 1, an appropriate sampling grid177

size at term is 2 mm×2 mm.178

2.2. Maternal blood flow179

Governing equations: To explicitly model the fluid dynamics of blood in180

the IVS between the numerous generations of villi would be computationally181

impractical even in a placental subunit. Therefore, we assume that the IVS182

can be represented as a porous medium [11, 12, 13]. However, we defined hy-183

draulic conductivity (κ = κ(x, y)) as a spatially varying quantity calculated184

from the generated tree and tissue structure (Figure 2, step 5). Maternal185

blood flow was therefore modelled using Darcy’s law:186

∇ · U = 0, (2a)

U = −κ
µ
∇P, (2b)

where U is the average blood velocity in the IVS, µ is the viscosity of maternal187

blood, and ∇P is the local maternal blood pressure gradient.188
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Finite element mesh and solution procedure: The sampling grid was re-189

fined once to obtain a finite element mesh with element size of 1 mm×1190

mm (the maternal flow mesh). The mesh was then triangulated to obtain a191

mixed finite element mesh and the lowest Raviart-Thomas mixed finite ele-192

ment method was implemented to solve Equation 2 for the maternal blood193

velocity field [27].194

Boundary conditions: Pressure boundary conditions were prescribed at195

the inlet SA (P = Pin) and outlet DVs (P = Pout). Pin and Pout were196

fitted in the baseline case to obtain a flow velocity at the inlet element edge197

that matches literature estimates of volumetric flow from a single SA (Qin).198

The two pressures were then held constant between simulations. Assuming199

a total maternal blood flow of 500-750 ml/min in a term placenta [13], and200

assuming 100 SAs [28], a value for Qin of 5 ml/min is calculated. The basal201

and chorionic plates act as barriers to flow in the IVS, so the y-component of202

velocity was set to zero at these boundaries (Uy(x, 0) = Uy(x, τ) = 0 except203

at the inlet and outlets). At x = 0 and x = ω, the boundaries between204

placental subunits, a symmetry condition was applied (U(0, y) = U(ω, y)).205

Derivation of a hydraulic conductivity field: The hydraulic conductivity206

coefficient in Equation 2b, was expressed using the Kozeny-Carman formula:207

κ =
d2villi
180

(1− φ)3

φ2
, (3)

where dvilli is the average diameter of villi in the IVS and φ is the tissue den-208

sity of villous tissue. Each element in the sampling grid was assigned a unique209

isotropic κ value, which represented the conductivity of tissue branches in210

that element or TB. The contribution to κ of the TBs is defined by φTV211
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and dTV . The contribution of discrete villous branches in each element was212

defined using a weighted average of the diameter of villi in the element and213

the area occupied by branches. The maximum value of κ in each element was214

prescribed a value of κempty. A smooth spatially varying field for κ (Figure 2,215

step 5) was obtained for each element of the maternal flow mesh by sampling216

κ at each element of the sampling grid (Figure 2, step 3) and averaging κ217

over all elements surrounding each node of the sampling grid. Smoothing was218

then implemented via a linear interpolation to determine κ at the midpoint219

of each maternal flow mesh element based on the generated nodal data, and220

the resultant value for κ was assigned to that element.221

2.3. Oxygen transport and uptake222

Governing equations: Oxygen concentration in the maternal blood within223

the IVS (Cm) was described by the advection-diffusion equation:224

∂Cm

∂t
+ U · ∇Cm = D∇2Cm − α(Cm − Cf ), (4)

where t is time, U is the velocity field calculated from Equation 2, D is the225

diffusivity of oxygen in maternal blood, Cf is the oxygen concentration in226

the fetal bloodstream and α is the oxygen uptake constant. Oxygen was227

assumed to be removed immediately by the fetal bloodstream upon uptake,228

so Cf is constant.229

Finite element mesh and solution procedure: A finite element mesh com-230

prised of bilinear elements was used to solve Equation 4 (the oxygen transport231

mesh). The spatial resolution of this mesh is the same as the maternal flow232

mesh. Equation 4 was solved using the Lagrange-Galerkin finite element233
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method (Supplementary Material, Section B) [29]. This is a split operator234

approach in which, over each time step, the departure point of blood at each235

mesh node is calculated and Cm at that mesh node is initiated with the con-236

centration at the blood’s departure point at the start of the timestep. The237

updated oxygen concentration field is then used as an initial condition to238

calculate the new oxygen distribution resulting from diffusion using the fi-239

nite element method. Typical timestep sizes to achieve temporal convergence240

were 5×10−6 − 5×10−3 s. The model was solved to the steady state.241

Oxygen uptake by terminal villi: At the terminal villus level, oxygen up-242

take was assumed to occur over the whole region bound by the TB. Using the243

endpoint location of each intermediate villus feeding a TB, α is distributed to244

each of the nodes of the sampling grid element using a bilinear interpolation245

function. The resulting α distribution is sampled over the oxygen transport246

mesh when the model was solved.247

Oxygen uptake by stem and intermediate villus branches: As the stem248

and intermediate villus branches were explicitly modelled, α was assigned at249

the start and end of every branch. For each villus, α was distributed between250

the nodes of the oxygen transport mesh element containing the villus. The α251

distribution for TBs and non-terminal villi were summed to obtain an overall252

α distribution for solution of Equation 4 (Figure 2, step 7).253

Boundary conditions: The oxygen concentration of the maternal blood254

entering the domain through the SA was assumed constant (Cin). At all255

other boundaries, a zero diffusive flux was imposed (−D∇(Cm).n = 0, where256

n is the outward facing normal to the boundary). Oxygen is carried out of257

the DVs via the advective component of the solution.258
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2.4. Model outputs and parameterisation259

Key model outputs are the flow and pressure distributions of maternal260

blood, the rate of oxygen uptake by the villous tree and the distribution of261

oxygen concentration in the IVS (Figure 2). The rate of oxygen uptake by262

the villous tree was computed as the difference between the concentration263

flux at the inlet SA and the outlet DVs, while the average oxygen content264

in the IVS was calculated by dividing the sum of oxygen content at all finite265

element nodes in the 2D domain by the total number of finite element nodes.266

As in previous studies, the model was parameterised to the term placenta.267

Nominal model parameters and ranges from the literature are listed in Table268

1.269

The thickness (τ) and width (ω) of the domain were chosen following270

Chernyavsky et al. [13]. However, estimates for placental dimensions vary271

in the literature. Ex vivo and in vivo estimates of placental volume are quite272

consistent at term [30, 31], although due to the loss of placental turgidity273

after delivery, placental thickness estimates vary between studies [31, 32].274

For a given placental volume, the value of ω is then expected to vary with275

τ . Due to the lack of quantitative studies on DVs distribution over the basal276

plate, xv was also chosen based on a previous model [13], where an optimum277

delivery of nutrients was predicted when DVs are located near the periphery278

of the placental subunit.279

Estimation of the terminal villus density (φTV ) varies between studies280

[2, 4]. The tissue density estimated by Egbor et al. [4] was used as the281

nominal value as the study also provided morphometric data for a variety of282

pathological conditions, for comparison to the healthy case. The diameter of283
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terminal villi (dTV ) is generally within the range of 0.03-0.06 mm [4, 25] and284

hence, a mid-range value of 0.05 mm was assigned as the nominal value.285

Hydraulic conductivity is infinite in an empty sampling grid element, but286

allowing such data points results in sharp fronts during field fitting which is287

cumbersome to deal with computationally. To overcome this, the maximum288

κ calculated from the sampling grid was scaled up by 10 times and set as the289

nominal value for κempty.290

The oxygen content in fetal bloodstream (Cf ) was derived from oxygen291

measurements in the umbilical artery immediately after delivery [33], while292

the oxygen content in the SA (Cin) was based on measurements in the uterine293

artery collected from pregnant women during their cesarean section [34].294

Conversion of partial pressure of oxygen to oxygen concentration is detailed295

in the Supplementary Material (Section C). The oxygen uptake constant (α)296

is predominantly defined by the diffusing capacity of the exchange barrier297

[35]. Although the properties of the exchange barrier vary regionally in the298

placenta, a constant 0.38 s−1 was set throughout the subunit as the nominal299

case and subsequently varied to examine how regional variation in α affects300

oxygen uptake efficiency.301

3. Results302

3.1. Baseline case, consistency with previous studies303

The model makes several predictions on the whole placentome scale that304

are directly comparable to previous experimental and modelling studies.305

These predictions are described briefly here, and are included in more de-306

tail in the Supplementary Material for completeness.307
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Function of a placental subunit: Table 2 shows model predictions of blood308

flow and oxygen exchange metrics in the placental subunit under baseline con-309

ditions (using nominal parameter values). Under these conditions, the model310

shows consistency with experimental data, except in the ratio of venous re-311

turn pO2 to that in the IVS. This ratio is different from the ratio recorded312

by Schaaps et al. [34] for pO2 in the uterine vein to the IVS. That study313

attributed higher measured pO2 in the uterine vein to the vascular anasto-314

moses in the myometrium and since such anastomoses were not incorporated315

in the current model, the ratio of pO2 in venous return to IVS is expected316

to be different and should be less than 1.317

Flow streamlines: In the baseline case, blood flow streamlines are consis-318

tent with previous model [13] and experimental [24] studies describing high319

flow and pressure near the SA inlets and a rapid dissipation of flow and320

pressure in regions comprising dense villous tissue, where blood percolates321

rather than streams. However, unlike the regular streamlines which con-322

form to the hemispherical domain in earlier porous medium model due to323

the placement of DVs with respect to SA [13], the model generates irregular324

streamlines which have a tendency to pass through regions with higher hy-325

draulic conductivity made up of non-terminal villous branches with sparse326

terminal tissue blocks (TBs) over areas with dense TBs, which is expected327

from a porous medium with spatially varying porosity.328

Optimal villus density: Previous studies have assessed the relationship329

between villus density and oxygen exchange [13, 16], while neglecting the330

branching component of the villous tree. Our model comprises two compo-331

nents of villus density, terminal villus density, φTV , and a contribution from332
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the branching component of the tree. Our model peaks in oxygen uptake333

at φTV ≈ 0.15 (average density of all villi ≈ 0.24). This is consistent with334

previous porous medium model [13], in terms of optimal total villus density,335

but lower than the optimal villus density predicted by stream-tube model336

[16].337

The effect of a central cavity: For consistency with previous models338

[11, 13], the model was solved using an artificially applied ‘central cavity’,339

represented by a relatively villus-free region with a hydraulic conductivity of340

κempty, having the same length and width of a typical cavity. Detailed re-341

sults are given in Supplementary Material (Section D.3), and predictions are342

consistent with previous studies [13] in that oxygen uptake is higher in the343

presence of a central cavity as blood is able to penetrate further and deeper344

into the IVS.345

3.2. Parameter sensitivity346

Table 3 shows sensitivity of predictions of oxygen consumption to model347

parameters. Referring to Table 1, the parameters α, κempty and xv could not348

be estimated directly from the literature. The model is relatively insensitive349

to changes in α and κempty. However, as expected, the model is sensitive350

to xv. Our model shows a decrease in oxygen uptake if DVs are situated351

closer to SAs, consistent with previous porous medium models [13]. The352

predicted oxygen uptake rate is sensitive to the amount of oxygen brought353

into the placenta, via changes in Qin (brought upon by altered Pin or SA354

diameter, d) or an altered Cin. Also, changes in Cf , which reflect changes355

in fetal metabolism, significantly influence predictions of oxygen consump-356

tion. Overall, geometrical parameters such as villous tissue density and the357
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branching structure of the villous tree, which is the new feature introduced in358

this model, have the largest effect on model predictions of oxygen consump-359

tion. This is consistent with the concept of placental branching structure360

having a major influence on function. Each major structural contributor to361

predicted function is addressed below.362

3.3. The branching structure of non-terminal villi363

The structure of the branching component of the villous tree (the stem364

and intermediate villi) plays an important role in predicted oxygen consump-365

tion. In the model with baseline parameterisation, the villous branches act366

as both a barrier to blood flow (via their contribution to IVS conductiv-367

ity) and as an oxygen exchange surface. In addition, the distribution of368

branches within the IVS influences whether the villous tree is ‘space-filling’:369

large empty spaces might be expected to allow free movement of maternal370

blood but could potentially reduce the number, and affect the distribution371

of terminal villi, which are the major sites for oxygen exchange, due to space372

constraint.373

Length of villous elements (ls): Often, pathology is associated with a374

change in the balance of vessel branching and elongation [5]. While the villous375

tree ‘fills’ the placental volume, it may do so with fewer, longer branches376

(or conversely more, shorter branches). By changing ls, trees with these377

branching properties were generated. The effect of ls on placental oxygen378

uptake, the number of terminal elements in the branching tree, the amount379

of IVS filled with tissue (defined as the proportion of sampling grid elements380

containing branches or TBs), and velocity of blood emerging from the SA are381

shown in Figure 3. There is a non-linear relationship between ls and oxygen382
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uptake rate. As ls increases from 1.6 mm, the villous tree begins to fill more383

of the IVS, and so can take up more oxygen. However, as ls continues to384

increase, there is a reduction in the number of villous branches that can fit385

into the domain, resulting in a reduction in the number of terminal villi and386

consequently oxygen uptake. Finally, the tree becomes sparse enough that an387

increase in blood flow into the IVS is possible (with the same driving pressure)388

with maternal blood travelling more deeply into the IVS and oxygen uptake389

begins to increase again. An illustration of how the villous tree fills the390

domain, and oxygen penetration for ls = 2 mm and ls = 3 mm are provided391

as Supplementary Material (Section E.1).392

Branch angle (θb): Figure 4 shows the effects of varying θb, while holding393

all other parameters constant, on placental oxygen uptake, the number of394

terminal elements in the branching tree, the amount of IVS filled with tissue,395

and velocity of blood emerging from the SA. Oxygen uptake rate varies non-396

linearly with θb with a peak at θb = 24◦. The peaks in oxygen uptake397

correspond with peaks in velocity of blood flow emerging from the spiral398

artery. Although there are only small variations in the number of terminal399

branches and the space filling properties of the trees with θb, the different400

orientations of branches give rise to different conductivity fields. Villous401

branches and TBs spread out more around the inlet as θb increases, thereby402

allowing maternal blood to flow more freely into the IVS under the same403

driving pressure, resulting in an increase in inlet flow velocity. However,404

at some point (θb ≥ 26◦) the gaps between the tree branches become so405

big that highly conductive paths are formed that shunt flow directly from406

the SA to the DVs, bypassing the depth of villous tissue. Oxygen uptake407
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is reduced as maternal blood tends to flow along this arteriovenous shunt408

without penetrating deep into the placental tissue. Orientation of the villous409

tree, flow streamlines and oxygen penetration for θb = 18◦, 24◦ and 26◦ are410

provided as Supplementary Material (Section E.2).411

Number of branching generations (nb): nb was varied while holding all412

other parameters constant. With less than 11 branching generations, the tree413

does not cover the thickness of the term placenta, which is not physiological,414

and so nb between 11 and 18 were considered. nb has only a small effect415

on predicted flow velocity and oxygen delivery in the absence of concurrent416

changes in branch length or angle.417

Random variability and asymmetry: An asymmetrical villous tree with418

random branching angles between 10◦ and 40◦ was generated to evaluate the419

influence of random variability of villous tree structure on model predictions.420

With introduction of asymmetry, a velocity boundary condition was applied421

at the spiral artery to obtain Qin of 5 ml/min as pressure boundary conditions422

at the inlet SA and outlet DVs are non-applicable. While the predicted423

oxygen uptake rate is close to the baseline case (0.37 ml/min per placental424

subunit), the flow profile and resulting oxygen distribution (Figure 5) differ425

from the baseline case and follow an asymmetrical pattern in accordance with426

the conductivity field generated based on properties of the villous tree.427

Optimality of uptake with variation in geometric parameters: A peak428

in oxygen exchange is seen with branch lengths near to normal values (es-429

timated from anatomical studies). The model predicts that for the same430

placenta size, a larger number of short villous branches result in high density431

tissue and obstruct maternal flow and fewer long branches result in unim-432
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peded maternal blood circulation but smaller gas exchange surface. The433

model also predicts an optimum oxygen exchange when the branching angle434

is 24◦, where villous branches and TBs are spread out sufficiently to chan-435

nel maternal blood flow into the depth of the placental tissue for oxygen436

exchange without being shunted directly into the DVs. Without concurrent437

change in the branch length and angles, the number of branching generations438

has a small effect on oxygen exchange. The remaining model parameters, in-439

cluding the dimensions of the domain and maternal vasculature, blood flow440

and oxygen transport parameters, do not display peaks in predicted oxygen441

uptake within the physiological ranges analysed, although as shown in Table442

3, some parameters show uniform increases or decreases in predicted oxygen443

uptake across the ranges considered.444

3.4. The distribution of exchange interfaces445

To better reflect the in vivo distribution of oxygen uptake described in446

the literature [6], the distribution of oxygen exchange surfaces was varied447

regionally. First, the oxygen exchange capacity (or the parameter α) was448

assumed to be the same at each placenta-IVS interface, but oxygen exchange449

was switched on and off regionally. Oxygen exchange was assumed to occur 1)450

evenly through the whole IVS (no influence of structure as in previous studies451

[13]), 2) only in terminal villi, or 3) only in stem and intermediate villi.452

Second, the parameter α was assumed to vary regionally according to the453

structural properties of villi and uptake was assumed to be 1) proportional to454

the average pO2 in equally sized regions representing central and peripheral455

tissue, as well as basal, mid-placenta, and chorionic tissue as marked in456

Figure 1a of the Supplementary Material, 2) inversely proportional to the457
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average pO2 in the regions, and 3) inversely proportional to the average458

harmonic thickness of the villous membranes (τvm) estimated by Critchley459

et al. [20] in the regions. Model predictions for oxygen uptake over the whole460

placentome and average uptake per exchange interface are shown in Figure461

6.462

Compared with the baseline case when oxygen exchange occurs across463

the whole villous tree, uptake by stem and intermediate villi alone results464

in a 24.5% decrease in total oxygen uptake. However, when uptake was465

assumed at terminal villi alone, only a 4.2% decrease is observed. In con-466

junction with the finding that oxygen uptake rate per exchange surface was467

1.78×10−3 ml/min when only terminal villi acted as exchange interfaces, our468

model suggests that the terminal villi of the placenta are the main sites of469

oxygen exchange in an efficient placenta. The model predicts an increase in470

oxygen uptake from the baseline case only when α is proportional to regional471

pO2, or when uptake is ‘easier’ in high oxygen regions. This implies that472

a placental lobule functions more efficiently when uptake occurs in regions473

with high oxygen content (i.e., central regions). However, changes in uptake474

rate are small (less than 1%).475

3.5. Diffusive and advective transport476

The spatial variation of Peclet number was estimated across the placental477

subunit under baseline conditions using an average pore size of 80 µm [16]478

as the characteristic length of the flow domain and local speed of maternal479

flow at each node of the oxygen transport mesh. While oxygen transport by480

diffusion is accounted for in all simulations through the use of the advection-481

diffusion equation, oxygen transport was found to be dominated by advection482
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throughout the domain, with Peclet number less than 1 detected in the pe-483

riphery of the placentome near to the chorionic plate. Oxygen exchange in484

this subchorial region is negligible as this region corresponds to the relatively485

villus-free subchorial lake and is supplied by oxygen-depleted maternal blood486

which has already passed through the oxygen exchange zone. Our model in-487

cludes oxygen diffusion in the transport equation 4, which was neglected in488

previous porous medium models [13], and this analysis suggests that inclusion489

of oxygen diffusion is indeed important regionally.490

4. Discussion491

In this study we have presented a model of oxygen transport in a pla-492

cental subunit, which incorporates key geometric features of villous tree ar-493

chitecture. While computational models of oxygen transport have typically494

focussed on the exchange dynamics at the level of the terminal villi [9, 10], or495

adopted a simplified homogeneous geometry for the IVS [13, 16], the current496

model attempts to capture the different structural characteristics of the vil-497

lous tree from the stem villi to terminal villi level to provide a representative498

anatomically based description of how placental structures relate to their499

oxygen exchange function. Even though villous tree properties have been500

associated with different pregnancy outcomes [2, 3, 4, 36], it is unclear which501

geometrical features of the villous tree are most important for placental func-502

tion. Here, our model provides an improved approach for the identification503

of key anatomical features that are crucial for placental exchange. Although504

the model is presented here in 2D, the composite approach employed is ex-505

tendable to 3D, allowing a pragmatic approach which can be extended to506
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represent the whole placenta without excessive computation, and can be in-507

dividualised to incorporate placental structures from high resolution imaging508

techniques [37, 36].509

Consistency with previous studies: Our model predictions compare well510

to whole organ measures in terms of oxygen uptake rate and the average511

partial pressure of oxygen in the IVS. The predicted IVS blood flow pattern512

resulting from structural variations of the villous tree is consistent with the513

‘physiological concept’ proposed in cine-angiography and injection studies514

[22], whereby it was postulated that streams or ‘jets’ of maternal blood enter515

the IVS and percolate radially through the densely packed villous tree due to516

dissipation of flow and pressure. The oxygen distribution generated by the517

model results also agrees with the decreasing central to peripheral oxygen518

gradient observed in primates [22, 23] and hypothesised in humans [24], and519

is also reflective of the oxygen distribution visualised in humans using BOLD520

MRI [8].521

The effect of villous branches: Detailed descriptions of the branching of522

the villous tree between the chorionic plate and basal plate, which have been523

neglected in earlier placental exchange models [14, 13, 16], are incorporated524

in an oxygen transport model and used to reveal its significant role in placen-525

tal oxygen exchange. First, the branching angle, length and diameter of the526

stem and intermediate villi, all influence how villous tree branches are spread527

out and fill the space in the placenta, thereby affecting how maternal blood528

flow is constrained and channelled in the IVS. With the baseline case, we529

demonstrated irregular flow streamlines which were shaped by the varying530

conductivity field as maternal blood tends to traverse regions of non-terminal531
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villous branches with sparser TBs over regions with dense TBs. Similarly,532

maternal blood tends to penetrate further into the IVS when the stem and533

intermediate villi are longer or more spread out, while villous branches with534

shorter length and smaller branch angles are more closely packed and ob-535

struct maternal blood flow. The distribution of villous tissue around the SA536

inlet is especially important as it determines the tissue impedance to incom-537

ing flow, which in turn affects flow velocity and the path taken by the flow538

in the IVS. If the villous branches become too sparse, maternal blood flow539

will follow the path of least resistance and flow through the gaps between540

the villous branches and drain directly from the SA into the DVs, without541

penetrating deeper into the IVS. Such arteriovenuous shunting in the IVS is542

disadvantageous for oxygen exchange, which may also explain why villus-free543

margins between villous trees and the basal plate have never been observed544

or reported. Although previous models have suggested that shunts can arise545

when decidual veins are close to the spiral artery [13] or when highly per-546

meable regions are created by villi distortion due to high speed flow near547

the inlets and outlets [11], our model introduces a third mechanism whereby548

shunts can arise due to the branching structure of the villous tree. Second,549

the structure of the stem and intermediate villi determines the number of550

terminal villi and ultimately the surface area for oxygen exchange. Since the551

model predicts that the terminal villi are the main sites of uptake, oxygen552

uptake efficiency generally increases with the number of terminals.553

By changing terminal villus density alone, our model predicts an opti-554

mal oxygen uptake when the total villous tissue fraction is 0.24, which is555

slightly lower than the value predicted in the previous homogeneous porous556
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medium model of Chernyavsky et al. [13]. However, our model incorporates557

a branching component for the villous tree and predicts that the optimality558

of oxygen uptake rate is influenced significantly by the branching structure559

of the villous tree, and local changes in maternal blood flow profiles due560

to this structure. Our model, and previous porous medium models, predict561

lower optimal villus densities than stream-tube models, whose predictions562

of optimal villus density coincide with normal villus densities measured ex-563

perimentally. In general, porous medium models appear to predict optimal564

villus density that corresponds to the total villus density in high-altitude565

pregnancies. Serov et al. [16] suggest several reasons for predictions of opti-566

mality to differ between the two classes of model, including the use of first567

order uptake kinetics (which assumes uptake is proportional to local solute568

concentration) and the lack of explicit representation of the uptake surface.569

As our model allows for local variation in villous structure, we are able to570

assess the implications of local variation in uptake surface by varying α re-571

gionally, however this is only a qualitative approximation and this cannot be572

accounted for with the accuracy possible in a stream-tube model that can573

explicitly describe the exchange barrier, which could explain the lower opti-574

mal villus density predicted by the model. Ultimately, validation of oxygen575

(or any nutrient) transport models in terms of predictions of optimality will576

rely on concurrent measurements of villous structure as suggested by Serov577

et al. [16], including artificial perfusion of the ex vivo placentas or primate578

studies to provide higher resolution data than is possible in in vivo human579

studies. Studies of ex vivo perfused placentas can provide information on gas580

exchange under different maternal and placental perfusion conditions and581
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oxygen levels, potentially providing validation data for both porous medium582

and stream-tube models. For example, introduction of different oxygen con-583

tent in ex vivo perfusion can be used to assess whether first order kinetics is584

sufficient to describe oxygen exchange. Ex vivo perfusion studies combined585

with 3D structural imaging of the same placenta can also tell us more about586

how total exchange efficiency relates to villous structure.587

To date, all models are parameterised using villous density data from588

stereological analysis of 2D placental cross-sectional slides. Depending on589

the technique employed there may be errors in representing 3D villous struc-590

tures in vivo including the lack of maternal and fetal blood flow, artefacts591

that can be introduced during the fixation process, and extrapolation to 3D.592

Post-partum analysis of histological villous density may overestimate the in593

vivo density [16]. Currently, there is no established method to correct for594

these factors and to verify the in vivo villous density. Although 3D imag-595

ing is constantly evolving, and high throughput methods to measure villous596

structure in 3D would improve the quality and quantity of data, at this stage597

it remains arguable whether the placenta is performing at its optimal ca-598

pability. Data describing the spatial distribution of blood flow and oxygen,599

such as MRI images, can potentially be used for validating model predictions600

in terms of flow and oxygen distributions and heterogeneity. Our model is601

qualitatively consistent with BOLD MRI distributions of oxygenation [8], but602

quantitative comparison is limited by difficulties in separating out maternal603

and fetal components in MRI. In vivo structural and functional imaging are604

evolving to give a more complete picture of the 3D placenta, with both MRI605

and 3D ultrasound potentially providing significant new insights into blood606
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flow rates and distributions in the placenta. Combining this type of imaging607

with ex vivo data in the same placentas (e.g. perfusion studies, histology, or608

high resolution structural imaging), provides longer-term prospects for vali-609

dation of models of the placenta such as this one that predict spatial variation610

of flow and oxygenation.611

The effect of exchange potential: Simulations assessing the effects of ex-612

change potential within the villous tree were conducted. When there was613

no distinction between terminal and stem villi in terms of exchange bar-614

rier properties, oxygen exchange was found to occur predominantly at the615

terminal villi, in line with the current understanding of the role played by616

terminal villi in oxygen exchange [6]. When the exchange potential was var-617

ied as an inverse function of the average regional pO2, the oxygen uptake618

efficiency is lower than when it was varied as a function of average regional619

pO2, although predicted gains are small. This implies that oxygen is taken620

up more efficiently in regions with high oxygen content (i.e., central regions)621

and the uptake interfaces in these regions should possess small harmonic bar-622

rier thickness in order to optimise oxygen uptake. Critchley et al. [20] found623

that the mean harmonic barrier thickness is higher in the central regions as624

compared to the peripheral regions, showing more potential for exchange in625

the peripheral regions which is more akin to uptake as an inverse function626

of the average regional pO2 which was predicted by the model to generate a627

lower uptake efficiency than the baseline case. These results differ in the pres-628

ence of a central cavity where the model predicts oxygen exchange efficiency629

is highest when the exchange potential is varied as an inverse function of630

the average regional pO2. Further studies are required to elucidate whether631
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structural changes observed in the exchange surfaces in low oxygen regions632

are beneficial to the placenta in terms of exchange efficiency.633

Relevance to IUGR: Although several stereological studies have reported634

morphological abnormalities of the villous tree in pathological conditions635

[2, 3, 4], the structure-function relationship between the abnormalities of the636

placental villi and oxygen uptake efficiency remains hypothetical. As it is637

impossible to make direct measurement of the in vivo placenta, this model638

provides a channel to assess these proposed hypotheses. With the model639

sensitivity to villous tree geometry, the model results support the hypothesis640

that maldevelopment of placental villi will adversely affect placental oxygen641

exchange. Placentas affected by IUGR are generally smaller in volume [2, 4].642

Stereological studies have revealed impoverished growth of the villi. While643

the villus diameter remains unaffected [2, 4], the shorter villus length [4]644

gives rise to a smaller villus volume and a smaller exchange surface area645

[2, 4]. The trophoblast epithelium was also found to be thicker [2]. A smaller646

placental volume (decreasing τ and ω), coupled with a smaller exchange647

surface area and thicker trophoblast epithelium (decreasing α) is predicted648

to lead to a decrease in oxygen uptake. Although a decrease in villus length649

(ls) would result in an increase in oxygen uptake, the study by Krebs et650

al. [3] has suggested an increase in fetoplacental vascular impedance at the651

fetal capillary level as the capillary loops in the IUGR cases are sparse in652

number, generally elongated and less coiled than normal cases. The interplay653

of these factors is likely to contribute to an overall drop in the oxygen uptake654

rate. Assuming that oxygenated maternal blood enters into the IVS at a655

normal rate, the decrease in oxygen uptake rate would give rise to a higher656
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average pO2 in the IVS than in normal pregnancies, which is consistent with657

hyperoxia in the IVS as suggested by Kingdom et al. in IUGR placentas [5].658

Model limitations: There are several studies which aim to quantify the659

branching properties of villous structures [36, 38], and these studies are be-660

coming increasingly quantitative allowing incorporation of branching and 3D661

rotation angles [36]. Our branching villous model aims to match as closely as662

possible to these existing studies, in terms of measured tree properties includ-663

ing branch numbers and lengths. A sensitivity analysis to villous branching664

parameters was conducted to assess how inaccuracies or gaps in the cur-665

rent data may influence results. With advancements in imaging techniques,666

anatomical studies using high resolution images (for example micro-CT) of667

the maternal vasculature distribution and geometry of the villi can be incor-668

porated in the current methodology to improve model accuracy.669

In line with the 2D simplification of the 3D villous tree structure, we have670

modified the Kozeny-Carman formula (which is typically applied to model 3D671

media) to use the area fraction occupied by the villous tree instead of volume672

fraction to determine a spatially varying conductivity field for approximating673

IVS flow and oxygen transport in 2D like previous models [11, 15]. Extension674

to 3D does not require modification of the governing equations, but does675

require volume fraction to be used in the Kozeny-Carman formula and an676

extension of villous branching algorithms to 3D [19, 39]. Although a 2D677

model may not completely reflect the 3D villous geometry and flow dynamics678

in the placenta, it is sufficient for preliminary identification of parameters679

with major influence on placental function. Extensions of the model into680

3D can be guided by the results of this study in their parameterisation. For681
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example, as the 2D model suggests branch angle is a key contributor to682

function, therefore this is ‘a key parameter to determine’ from emerging 3D683

imaging technologies.684

Although our model assumed that the IVS is a porous medium and ap-685

proximated blood flow in the IVS using Darcy’s law as in previous models,686

our model moved away from a uniformly porous medium and took a step687

further by using a sampling grid to capture the regional variation in porosity688

based on the structure of the villous tree. In our model, a sampling grid689

window of 2 mm was used to capture regional variations in porosity while690

satisfying the assumption that the IVS is a porous medium. This is consistent691

with the findings of Chernyavsky et al. [14] who concluded that villous struc-692

ture in a 2D section is considered as a homogenised or slowly varying porous693

medium if the sampling grid window size is bigger than 1 mm. Even though694

refinement of the sampling grid will affect the porosity distribution and give695

rise to a distribution that approaches the geometry of the villous tree, model696

solution may become unreliable since Darcy’s law may no longer be suitable697

for approximating flow given that the assumption of the IVS as a porous698

medium loses its validity. Ideally, the villous tree should be represented with699

all its stem and intermediate villus branches as well as its terminal convolutes700

and maternal flow and oxygen transport should be simulated based on such701

detailed structures. However, given the complexities involved in representing702

the convoluted structure of terminal villi, we took a simplified approach of703

homogenising the ‘random’ structure of terminal villi into a tissue block with704

an isotropic conductivity. Also, with the lack of structural definition of the705

TBs, it is difficult to estimate how oxygen diffusivity varies with pore size706
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between villous branches. Given that our results suggest that diffusion is a707

minor driver for oxygen transport which only occurs mostly in the peripheral708

and subchorial regions of the placentome where oxygen uptake is negligible,709

it is reasonable to implement a uniform oxygen diffusivity of oxygen. While710

it is possible to account for conductivity anisotropy and regional variation711

in oxygen diffusivity based on the tree geometry or even solve for Navier-712

Stokes flow around the villous tree as demonstrated by Lecarpentier et al.713

[15], computational cost is an issue with such a complicated geometry, espe-714

cially if flow is to be modelled on a whole organ level. For similar reasons,715

transport in the fetal circulation was ignored and simplified as a perfect oxy-716

gen sink, where oxygen transferred from the maternal blood was assumed to717

be carried away immediately by the fetal circulation. While this situation718

does not describe the physiology perfectly, it does help tease the effects of719

materno-placental blood out from those of feto-placental blood flow to help720

elucidate the contributions that the perfusion of maternal blood makes to721

placental function.722

Like earlier model of Chernyavsky et al. [13], we also simplified oxy-723

gen uptake with a first order uptake kinetic by assuming that the oxygen-724

hemoglobin dissociation curve is linear within the pO2 range considered in725

the model. In future work, the uptake kinetics could be updated to reflect726

the non-linear oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation behavior for a more accurate727

representation of oxygen exchange.728

The parameter α is a measure of the diffusing capacity of the placenta,729

with the resistance across the trophoblast epithelium accounting for majority730

of the total diffusing capacity [35]. The resistance of trophoblast epithelium731
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varies spatially even within the terminal villi region due to the presence of732

locally distended fetal capillaries which give rise to vasculosyncyntial mem-733

brane with particularly thin exchange barrier. As this distribution of vas-734

culosyncyntial membrane was only approximated by estimating the mean735

harmonic barrier thickness in the different regions of the IVS, in the future736

the model could be adapted to incorporate specific locations of vasculosyn-737

cyntial membrane to assess their influence on uptake efficiency.738

5. Conclusions739

We presented a placental oxygen exchange model which incorporates key740

geometric features of the placental villous tree. Unlike earlier models, the741

model captures multiple spatial scales of villous tree structure and identifies742

the crucial role played by villous tree geometry in efficient oxygen exchange.743

This modelling framework can be used and expanded upon to bridge gaps744

in current knowledge arising from difficulties in extrapolating animal models745

to the human placenta and the impossibility of performing invasive experi-746

ments on human placentas. Ultimately, with high-resolution imaging of the747

placenta, we expect the modelling framework to be able to predict structure748

function relationships in individual placenta samples while retaining compu-749

tational tractability, allowing further insights into placental physiology and750

pathophysiology through pregnancy.751
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7. Figure legends898

Figure 1: (a) A schematic diagram of the human placenta at term. The899

placenta contains numerous chorionic villous trees which stem from the chori-900

onic plate of the placenta into the intervillous space (IVS). Maternal blood901

enters the IVS from the uterine spiral arteries (SA), percolates through the902

IVS around the villi before draining through the decidual veins (DV). The903

fetal circulation resides within the villous trees, and generally runs along904

the branches in stem and intermediate villi before reaching a dilated and905

convoluted capillary structure in the terminal villi. Oxygen, nutrients and906

wastes are exchanged between the maternal circulation and the fetal circu-907

lation across the syncytiotrophoblast layer. (b) Model representation of a908

placental subunit represented by a 2D domain of thickness τ and width ω.909

Each subunit contains a representative villous tree generated from realistic910

morphometric parameters fed by a central SA and drained by two DVs. The911

most distal branches of the villous tree shown are termed intermediate villi,912

and these villi are assumed to supply ‘terminal tissue blocks’.913

914

Figure 2: Schematic showing how model components fit together for915

generation of model solution.916

917

Figure 3: The effect of the length of the stem branch (ls) on model pre-918

dictions, as all other parameters were held constant. Increasing ls effectively919

increases the length of all branches in the villous tree. A range of ls > 1.6 was920

considered, as below this range the generated tree does not fill the thickness921

of the term placenta. (a) Oxygen uptake rate is a non-linear function of ls.922
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(b) An increase in ls gives rise to reduced number of terminal villi as the tree923

has fewer generations. (c) The amount of sampling grid elements containing924

villous tissue increases with ls at first and then begins to slowly decrease as925

the tree becomes more sparse. (d) Blood flow velocity into the intervillous926

space is non-linear with ls with similar changes to oxygen uptake rate.927

928

Figure 4: The effect of branching angle (θb) on model predictions. (a)929

Oxygen uptake rate is a non-linear function of θb with a peak at θb = 24◦
930

. Compared with other geometric parameters, varying θb results in smaller931

variation in (b) the number of terminal branches, and (c) the space filling932

properties of the generated tree. (d) Peaks in oxygen uptake correspond with933

peaks in blood flow velocity.934

935

Figure 5: Flow streamlines (black lines) and normalised oxygen concen-936

tration field (colours) predicted for a placentome containing a villous tree937

with random branching angles correspond with the asymmetrical branching938

of the villous tree.939

940

Figure 6: Oxygen uptake with different distributions of exchange in-941

terfaces compared to the baseline case where uniform uptake occurs across942

the whole villous tree. Oxygen exchange at non-terminal villi only resulted943

in a larger decrease from the baseline case than when uptake occurs at the944

terminal villi only. Oxygen uptake per interface is highest when exchange945

occurs at the terminal villi only, suggesting that the terminal villi are the946

main sites for efficient oxygen exchange. A small increase in oxygen uptake947
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from the baseline case is predicted when α is proportional to pO2.948
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8. Tables949

Table 1: Model parameters, including chosen nominal value and literature range at term.

Parameter Description
Nominal

value
Range References

Model Geometry

τ Domain thickness (mm) 20 20-45 [6, 13, 31, 32]

ω Domain width (mm) 40 10-40 [6, 13]

xv
Distance between

SA and DV (mm)
18 unknown -

d
Diameter of SA

and DVs (mm)
2 2-3 [24, 40]

nb

Number of branching

generations
15 up to 15 [25]

ls Stem length (mm) 2 2 [25]

ds Stem diameter (mm) 1.7 1.7 [25]

ld/lp
Daughter/parent branch

length ratio
0.975 1 [25]

dd/dp
Daughter/parent branch

diameter ratio
0.8 ∼0.8 [25]

θb Branch angle 18◦ 40◦-70◦

(terminal branches)
[36]

φTV

Terminal villus area

fraction
0.4 0.28-0.4 [2, 4]

dTV Terminal villus diameter (mm) 0.05 0.03-0.06 [4, 25]
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Parameter Description
Nominal

value
Range References

Blood flow model

µ Blood viscosity (Pa.s) 4×10−3 4×10−3 [13]

Pin Inlet blood pressure (mmHg) 18.8 9-12 [13, 41]

Pout Outlet blood pressure (mmHg) 1.10×10−3 3-5 [13, 41]

κempty

Maximum hydraulic

conductivity (mm2)
0.52 ∞ -

Oxygen transport model

D
Diffusivity of oxygen

in blood (cm2/s)
1.62×10−5 1.62×10−5 [42]

Cf

Oxygen concentration

in fetal blood(ml/ml)
8.72×10−2 8.72×10−2-2.08×10−1 [33]

α Oxygen uptake constant (s−1) 0.38 unknown -

Cin

Oxygen concentration

entering through SA (ml/ml)
1.64×10−1 1.63×10−1-1.66×10−1

Supplementary

Material

(Section C), [34]

Table 2: Comparison of predicted blood flow and oxygen exchange metrics in a placental

subunit simulated under baseline conditions with literature data.

Metric Predicted value Literature range References

Oxygen uptake in subunit (ml/min) 0.36 0.18-0.63 [43]

Average pO2 in IVS (mmHg) 33 23.3-33.9 [34, 44]

Ratio of pO2 in venous return to IVS 0.90 1.48 [34]
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Table 3: Percentage change in oxygen uptake rate from the baseline case with variation

of the model parameters.

% change in oxygen uptake rate

Parameter
% change in

parameter
Decrease Increase

Model Geometry

τ 10 -58.1 6.59

ω 25 20.5 119

xv 25 -24.6 -

d 25 -38 45.8

ls 10 41.2 -53.1

ds 10 -54.1 -1.83

ld/lp 10 - 80.0

dd/dp 10 -55.4 -55.5

θb 10 -8.65 -8.16

φTV 10 15.0 -11.4

dTV 10 21.3 -16.6

Blood flow model

µ 10 9.75 -8.18

Pin 10 -9.01 8.79

Pout 10 1.76×10−4 -1.66×10−4

κempty 10 -0.16 0.012

Oxygen transport model

D 10 2.94×10−4 -2.93×10−4

Cf 10 11.4 -11.4

α 10 -1.20 0.99

Cin 10 -21.4 21.4
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